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WORKER VOICE IN AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND:
THE ROLE OF THE STATE RECONFIGURED?
A bstract
In our introduction to this symposium, we consider the significance of
the role played by the State in offering opportunities for workers’ voice
and ensuring (or preventing) its efficacy. We examine how this role is
currently being reconfigured, tracking ideological shifts, the development
of institutional apparatus, the function of the state as the ‘model employer’
and the potential opportunities (or otherwise) offered by ‘constitutionalisation’ of labour norms.

I I ntroduction

T

he idea of ‘voice’ and its relevance to employees inside and outside the
workplace is the subject of a Leverhulme Trust funded study. Since 2011, we
have been investigating potential legal mechanisms for the promotion of voice
in a variety of common law countries: Australia, Canada, New Zealand, the United
Kingdom and the United States. Our intention has been to identify common concerns
arising in UK, North American and Australasian labour markets and to capture the
justifications for worker voice offered therein. In each context, we have considered
the adequacy of current legal mechanisms, as well as their reform (or even replacement), with reference to the potential objectives of ‘voice’.
The papers contained in this symposium were selected from an abundant offering
presented at the third of our international and comparative workshops on ‘Voices
at Work’. This event was held at RMIT University, Melbourne in July 2012. Earlier
workshops took place in Oxford (July 2011) and Toronto (March 2012). All three
sought to tease out the diverse contexts and ways in which ‘voice’ can be claimed.
A further edited book, Voices at Work: Continuity and Change (Oxford University
Press) to be published in 2014, will bring together the distinctive contributions from
each jurisdiction, providing further comparative engagement.
Through these events, it has emerged that what began solely as an instrumental use
of ‘voice’ — on the worker side as a means by which to secure certain economic
entitlements in terms of pay and conditions1 and on the employer side as a strategy
*
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to improve the efficiency and productivity of business — has shifted to gain larger
significance.2 We do not deny the ongoing relevance of the economic objectives
underlying political facilitation of legal mechanisms for voice; indeed, tensions of
this kind emerge strongly in the papers set out in this special issue and we consider
these further in the context of ‘third way’ attempts at their reconciliation. We further
acknowledge that to employers’ and workers’ economic interests can be added those
of each nation state, which may be seeking to attract greater investment, generate
ever higher gross domestic product and produce more extensive tax revenue, particularly in a time of recession and financial insecurity.3
Yet, there is also a kind of ‘legitimacy’ claimed through voice which goes beyond
economic objectives. This legitimacy can be linked to both the human right to free
speech and the value of democratic engagement within public and private spheres. It
can also be linked to the desire for an egalitarian society in which the most vulnerable
are protected. The idea that unions can act as workers’ collective representatives in
exercising voice thus has the potential to give their role a further status, arguably beyond
that which is offered by their role in the mere maintenance of balance of economic
bargaining power. It may provide a new platform from which to speak and be heard.4
Australian and New Zealand trade union engagement with the language of voice is
perhaps not as extensive as that in the UK, where this alternative framing of union
functions has acquired considerably currency.5 Yet we observe that the Electrical
Trades Union (‘ETU’) describes the role of the Australian Council of Trade Unions
(‘ACTU’) as providing ‘a strong voice for working people and their families in politics,
the economy and the community’;6 while the NZ Council for Trade Unions describes
itself as ‘the united voice for working people and their families in New Zealand’.7
Moreover, the adoption (in 2011) of the name ‘United Voice’ by what was formerly
known as the Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous Union (‘LHMU’) may indicate a
trend in this direction.8
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In what kind of shape do we now find the prevalent forms of employee voice in Australia
and New Zealand? As in most industrialised countries, trade union membership has
been falling for some time (although in Australia, the rate of membership decline
has slowed in the last few years).9 The latest figures show union density in Australia
at 18.4 per cent of workforce,10 and 17.4 per cent in New Zealand.11 This compares
with 26 per cent in the UK.12 Yet only approximately 33 per cent of British workers are
covered by a collective agreement;13 while in Australia, there is 42 per cent coverage by
collective agreements and a further 16.1 per cent covered by awards.14 In other words,
it is not the attractiveness of trade union membership which determines efficacy of
worker voice, but the legal and institutional context in which voice is exercised.
Even at the height of ‘voluntarism’ under the British tradition of ‘collective laissez-faire’,
there is now widespread retrospective acknowledgement that strong State support was
critical to the emergence of enduring collective bargaining structures in the postwar
period.15 Given the Australasian historical tradition of conciliation and arbitration, the
importance of State presence in steering and supporting structures of worker voice is
surely less revelatory as an insight to many readers of the Adelaide Law Review. Nor
is it a surprise to those familiar with the International Labour Organisation (‘ILO’)
Conventions Nos 87 and 98, which stress the significance of the role of the State in
promoting freedom of association, the right to organise and collective bargaining.16
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Nevertheless, the papers in this special issue disclose a potentially radical reconfiguration of the State’s role in Australia and New Zealand in respect of the regulation
of worker voice in recent decades. This reconfiguration is likely to have significant
effects on the character and shape of worker voice in the Australian and New Zealand
systems. We detect four distinct dimensions to this process of reconfiguration: the
role of ideology, the changing institutional context of the State’s regulatory involvement, the State as employer, and the interface between industrial relations systems
and wider democratic structures of public governance.

II I deology
The recognition of a relation between labour law and political ideology is hardly a
novel insight.17 In turn, the parameters of worker voice are structured and delineated
in important ways by the forces of ideological contestation in the public sphere.
The papers suggest that political ideology is increasingly fluid and contested in the
Australasian context, with shifts in ideology leading sometimes to quite radical
normative ruptures in the institutional and regulatory context of Australian and
New Zealand labour law.
The natural reaction of a British labour lawyer viewing the history of Australasian
labour law is to be captured by the institutional differences. The general system of
compulsory conciliation and arbitration that characterised the Australasian approach
is, through British eyes, an alien thing. It can be contrasted with the British theory of
‘collective laissez-faire’ which emphasised the role of indirect legal and administrative supports to a system of voluntary collective bargaining.18 Yet these institutional
differences reflect a deeper ideological divergence. This emerges very strongly from
Naughton and Pittard’s paper where they trace the intricate web of institutional
connections between the compulsory conciliation and arbitration structure, the
system of ‘awards’ based on the ‘test case’ method, the privileged role of ‘registered’
trade unions in that system, and the normative concern to define and enforce a safety
net of minimum labour standards shaped by the human needs associated with leading
a fulfilling life in a civilised community.19
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This was an ideology of strong egalitarianism, based upon a political norm
of protecting the vulnerable from the exploitation that would otherwise result
from unimpeded free markets in the sphere of work.20 Modern theories of egalitarian liberalism would seem to provide a strong philosophical validation of the
Australian ideological tradition. For example, John Rawls famously articulated both
the principle of ‘fair equality of opportunity’ and the ‘difference’ principle in his
theory of justice.21 Fair equality of opportunity demands that social disadvantages be
corrected through education and the limiting of undue concentrations of wealth, so
that citizens can participate in the political community under conditions of fairness.
The difference principle holds that inequalities are permitted only to the extent that
this benefits the least advantaged group in society.
This ideology of egalitarianism, deeply embedded in the historical Australian and
New Zealand tradition, contrasts in three important ways with the British ideology
of ‘collective laissez-faire’. First, it is animated by the value of equality, whereas
collective laissez-faire was animated by the value of liberty (and specifically the
liberty of groups to pursue their own purposes through collective bargaining free
from State interference).22 Secondly, it countenanced a much more interventionist
role for State institutions to support a universal floor of entitlements to protect the
most vulnerable workers. Thirdly, it led to an extensive set of institutional arrangements, especially the system of compulsory arbitration, which left a deep imprint on
civil society. The papers in this symposium demonstrate that this ideology of egalitarianism has been intensely contested in recent decades. However, the papers also
demonstrate that the ideology of egalitarianism has been more resilient in the face
of those contestatory pressures than the British ideology of collective laissez-faire.23
For example, and as Naughton and Pittard observe, it is notable that the Fair Work
Act 2009 (Cth) (‘Fair Work Act’) contains a multi-employer bargaining stream
mechanism for ‘low paid workers’, although its lack of efficacy is clearly troubling.24
There are at least three ideological shifts, more or less nascent, that can be traced in the
papers. First, we detect the strong emergence of a neoliberal ‘deregulatory’ ideology
in both Australia and New Zealand. One striking example can be seen in Walker
and Tipple’s analysis of events surrounding the Hobbit dispute over the employment
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status of contractors in the New Zealand film industry. The stark reality of threatened
capital flight as a lever for the enactment of legislation designed to impede collective
organisation is laid bare in their account of the dispute.25 What is interesting here is
the government’s public narration of events through a neoliberal ideological prism,
conflating the common good with the attraction of inward investment through deregulation.26 Neoliberal ideology was also used as public justification of the Howard
government’s promotion of contractual flexibility through individualised ‘Australian
Workplace Agreements’. Bray and Stewart’s paper demonstrates how ‘voice’ can be
a powerful analytical device in drawing attention to ‘process’. Agreement-making,
whether individual or collective, is not the same as agreement-negotiating. The British
experience demonstrates a paradox that is confirmed also in Bray and Stewart’s paper:
individualisation of contracting leads to a highly standardised and formalised contractual form that entrenches managerial authority in defining that contractual form, which
is the very antithesis of individual ‘flexibility’ and thus individual voice.27
More recently, we detect two ideologies emerging in the ‘Fair Work’ era. One might
be described as a ‘third way’ competitiveness ideology. Labour market regulation
is justified by its contribution to competitive firms based upon high quality and
productive employment practices.28 Workers should be treated fairly because
workers treated fairly will tend to be more productive. In the British context, this has
tended to be associated with new regulatory techniques such as ‘light regulation’,
with regulatory methods responsive to managerial adaptability through mechanisms
of derogation.29 For example, Naughton and Pittard draw attention to the fact that
the Fair Work Commission must be satisfied that a ‘low paid’ workplace determination will promote future enterprise bargaining and enhance the ‘productivity and
efficiency in the enterprises’.30 This is quintessential third way rhetoric.31
Another ideology might be described as ‘liberal neutrality’. This involves a shift
away from a perfectionist view of the State’s role as promoting the regulatory
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activities of representative trade unions (either through collective bargaining or
through privileged participation in the system of arbitration awards) and towards a
‘state neutrality’ view. According to the latter view, the State should confine itself
to implementing and enforcing a neutral procedural framework enabling workers to
choose to be (or, equally, to choose not to be) represented by a particular trade union.
This ‘state neutrality’ model would tend to be aligned with regulatory mechanisms
such as ballot procedures, where the State’s role is confined to aggregating workers’
preferences, rather than shaping those preferences in order to promote particular
substantive outcomes.32 The messages are somewhat complex in the Fair Work Act,
and hence the difference between perfectionism and neutrality is likely one of degree
rather than a simple binary distinction.33 However, the emphasis on majoritarian
ballot procedures to test employees’ collective preferences in respect of collective
agreements,34 along with symmetrical protection for ‘negative’ rights of nonmembership of a union and refusal to participate in trade union activities,35 do
indicate a creeping influence of US-style ‘liberal neutrality’ on the Australian system.
It remains to be seen how enduring the imprint of egalitarian ideology will be, given
its deeper historical basis and its institutional manifestations in the political economy
of Australian conciliation and arbitration.

III T he C hanging I nstitutional C ontext

of

S tate I nvolvement

The State is not a unitary phenomenon. Its institutional manifestations are manifold.
State steering of industrial relations systems can occur through a variety of institutional forms: legislatures enacting statutory labour standards; governmental influence
over the bargaining activities of the social partners exercised either through corporatist structures or through the use of public procurement; arbitration courts issuing
binding awards; other forms of State supported dispute resolution machinery such
as conciliation or mediation; and ordinary courts interpreting legislated standards
or applying common law principles. The mix of these institutional forms, and thus
the ways in which the State engages with other actors in the industrial relations
system, is highly organic. It is sensitive to the political and constitutional structures
in a particular legal system.36 The papers in this special issue demonstrate how the
institutional profile of the State has evolved in Australia and New Zealand. In turn,
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this has created new opportunities for positive State influence, while also creating
new risks and impediments to the realisation of effective worker voice.
The historical centrepiece of the Australian institutional tradition was the conciliation and arbitration system introduced first in New Zealand, then in a number of
Australian colonies and the Commonwealth, in the 1890s and 1900s.37 That system,
or rather those systems, placed voice through union representation front and centre
— for example, in the Australian context, by bestowing certain legal privileges on
registered trade unions (including the ability to compel employers to engage in the
conciliation and arbitration process, leading to the making of industrial ‘awards’
regulating terms and conditions of employment).38 Using Bray and Stewart’s
taxonomy of regulatory modes this was a system of ‘delegated regulation’, with
terms and conditions of employment set by an independent arbitral body. Other
modes of regulation such as ‘statutory regulation’ or ‘collective agreement-making’
initially occupied a subsidiary role, although they have since gained in significance.
In theoretical terms, at least, this system might appear problematic in simultaneously
impeding political and industrial channels of worker voice reflected in the enactment
of statutory rights and the negotiation of collective agreements. Kahn-Freund famously
disparaged compulsory arbitration as politically repugnant in its illiberal negation of
group freedom in industrial civil society, a feature of totalitarian political regimes.39
Yet institutions must be evaluated in their total social, political and economic context.
The particular form of compulsory arbitration in Australia ensured a vigorously independent trade union movement, with registered trade unions given a privileged position
in the formulation, variation and enforcement of awards.40 In this way, and somewhat
paradoxically, ‘delegated regulation’ through compulsory arbitration gave rise to an
especially strong form of collective voice exercised through registered trade unions
in the Australian system. The concept of award-making has survived through to the
present day in the guise of the Fair Work Commission’s regulatory activities. However,
it is an institutional structure that has undergone significant change.
These institutional changes often cast light on deeper shifts in the position and
prestige of worker voice in Australian labour law. For example, Bray and Stewart
observe that under the new regime of ‘modern awards’, annual wage reviews are
conducted in a spirit of civic participation, soliciting submissions from a wide range
of interested parties. As such, ‘unions receive no special treatment, though they
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clearly remain influential “stakeholders”’.41 This is also perhaps a reflection of the
influence of principles of political neutrality, eschewing privilege for special interest
groups, in the legislative schema. The changes in the nature and scale of ‘delegated
regulation’ through compulsory arbitration have corresponded with an escalating
role for other State institutions.
Since the late 1980s, statutory schemes of collective bargaining have overtaken conciliation and arbitration as the major focus for determining employment conditions in
both Australia and New Zealand. In the latter, the increased emphasis on collective
bargaining was interrupted by the operation of the Employment Contracts Act 1991
(NZ) throughout the 1990s.42 This was followed by the shift back to collective voice
mechanisms under the Employment Relations Act 2000 (NZ), including the introduction of good faith bargaining obligations.43 In Australia, a formalised system of
‘enterprise bargaining’ was initially grafted onto the traditional conciliation and arbitration framework, under the Industrial Relations Reform Act 1993 (Cth).44 Then, from
1996, union and non-union bargaining options45 were accompanied by the availability
of individual statutory agreements (known as ‘Australian Workplace Agreements’ or
‘AWAs’).46 These were one of the main instruments through which the conservative
Coalition government (1996–2007) sought to dilute collective voice for workers.47
In contrast, the Labor government since 2007 has sought to re-orient Australia’s
workplace relations system towards collective bargaining.48 As in New Zealand,
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Labor’s Fair Work Act imposes good faith bargaining requirements on employer and
employee bargaining representatives involved in enterprise agreement negotiations.49
A Government-initiated review found that (between 1 July 2009 and 31 December
2011) the Fair Work Act had;
extended the benefits of collective agreements to approximately an additional
440 000 employees. It has provided employees with a greater voice in the
bargaining process by facilitating collective bargaining when a majority of
employees wish to do so and by allowing employees to be effectively represented
by their union.50

However, some important limitations in the Fair Work Act bargaining framework
have been highlighted in its first few years of operation, including narrow interpretations of the good faith bargaining requirements, which have allowed employers to
(for example): bypass union bargaining representatives by communicating directly
with employees during agreement negotiations;51 engage in ‘surface bargaining’;52
and request employees to vote on a proposed agreement once an impasse is reached,
notwithstanding that a union wishes to continue negotiations.53 There are some
parallels here with the situation in New Zealand54 — in both countries, good faith
bargaining has turned out to be an avenue paved with complexities, rather than a
49
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strong ‘shot in the arm’ to collective representation and worker voice.55 It may be
that the ‘neutrality’ implicit in requiring good faith from both sides does not fit with
the reality of industrial relations.
Some of the papers also identify the importance of the courts in shaping regimes
of worker voice. The common law, in particular, never ceases to surprise. In Walker
and Tipple’s fascinating exploration of the twists and turns of the Hobbit dispute,
they point to the progressive judgment of the New Zealand Supreme Court in
Bryson v Three Foot Six Ltd (‘Bryson’).56 The Court disregarded the label inserted
into the contractual documentation and concluded on the basis of the reality of
the relationship that a ‘contractor’ in the film industry was an employee rather
than an independent contractor. The effect of this was to circumvent the doctrine
of restraint of trade, which might otherwise restrict collective action by workers in
the film industry. There are parallels with recent developments in the UK, where the
United Kingdom Supreme Court in Autoclenz Ltd v Belcher (‘Autoclenz’) recently
deployed a purposive approach to the characterisation of contractual relations, in
circumstances where the true agreement suggested personal employment and this
diverged from sham contractual documentation designed to suggest otherwise.57
In the New Zealand context, this bold judicial approach was reversed by a special
legislative amendment introduced under intense pressure from a multinational
film company threatening capital flight. This legislative amendment reasserted the
primacy of the written contractual documentation. In the UK context, the development of a purposive doctrine was necessitated by longstanding legislative inaction
to remedy the precarious position of those engaged in sham self-employment.58
The institutional insulation of courts from the intense political pressures wielded by
economically powerful actors on the legislative process means that the common law
sometimes reveals itself as a technique of emancipation. Walker and Tipple’s paper,
along with recent UK developments, suggests that it is distorting simply to assert that
the common law is, at all times and in all places, (to use Eric Tucker’s terminology)
‘Capital’s Constitution’.59
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Yet Lambropoulos and Wynn’s paper demonstrates that any assessment of the
courts’ regulatory role should be measured and circumspect. Specifically, courts
in Australia and the UK have often adopted meagre interpretations of statutory
freedom of association provisions that do little to protect trade union voice from
employer victimisation. In a recent decision of the High Court of Australia such
a provision was read very narrowly.60 The employee, a trade union workplace
representative, was subjected to disciplinary action for sending an email to union
members alleging that the employer was implicated in fraudulent activities and
encouraging union members to seek support from the union if they were affected
by the alleged fraud. Mr Barclay and his union brought a claim alleging adverse
action attributable to his status as a union official and engaging in industrial activity
contrary to s 346 of the Fair Work Act. This statutory provision was supported by a
reverse onus clause. In the view of the Court, however, ‘a person who happens to
be engaged in industrial activity should not have an advantage not enjoyed by other
workers’.61 The effect of this is to insert a strict comparator test into s 346, enabling
an employer to discharge the onus where it can demonstrate that a non-union
employee would have been treated in the same way. Where the adverse treatment
would have been dispensed equally to workers who are not trade unionists, this
operates as an effective defence to a claim of discriminatory victimisation. The UK
case law is similarly replete with examples of judicial reasoning that are obtuse
to the collective realities of workplace organisational activities.62 Despite progressive decisions such as Bryson and Autoclenz, these other cases demonstrate that the
courts are often insufficiently attuned to the distinctive position of trade union voice
when interpreting statutory provisions.
The profile of the legislature has also changed in tandem with this realignment of
‘delegated regulation’ in the Australian system. As Naughton and Pittard’s article
outlines, there has been a gear change in the regulatory significance of legislated
standards in providing a ‘floor of rights’ for all workers through the mechanism of
the ‘National Employment Standards’ (‘NES’). This is supplemented by a safety
net of ‘modern awards’ administered by the Fair Work Commission. Naughton and
Pittard identify a series of powerful concerns about the NES mechanism. Specifically,
an increasing reliance on statutory labour standards risks static rigidity. Statutory
standards may only be amended if channels of political influence are open to worker
voice. As the authors observe, ‘there is no systemic or enshrined right to seek and
request such change, let alone ensure that it actually occurs’.63 By contrast, channels
of political influence seem highly receptive to global capital, as Walker and Tipple’s
account of the Hobbit dispute demonstrates.
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IV T he S tate

as

E mployer

The sphere of public sector employment is vital in shaping the wider context of
worker voice within a particular legal system. In Howe’s terms, when the State acts
as an employer it also acts as a ‘role model’ for employers in the private sector.64
The ways in which the State conceptualises and implements voice arrangements in
respect of its own public sector employees is therefore symbolically significant in the
wider labour market, while also being of vital importance to public sector employees
themselves. These signalling effects could be very powerful in steering the behaviour
of private actors by identifying certain patterns of behaviour as normatively
desirable.65 It is therefore important for an evaluation of the ‘State as employer’ to
be incorporated into an analysis of the mechanisms that States have at their disposal
to steer behaviour and shape private preferences. A narrow focus on labour relations
statutes will miss important elements of the total regulatory picture. Public sector
employment practices are the living ideology of the government’s industrial relations
agenda. This is of vital contemporary significance in comparative labour law scholarship. The recent financial crisis has precipitated what some commentators have
described as a ‘war’ on public sector collective bargaining and trade unionism in
many US states and in the UK, driven by a political commitment to public spending
reductions to reduce budget deficits.66 An understanding of the recent Australian
experience enables us to identify whether Anglo-American experience is part of
a broader pattern of convergence, and the possibilities for a re-imagining of trade
union strategies of resistance to public sector attacks in the US and the UK.
To this end, Roles and O’Donnell’s analysis of collective bargaining in the
Australian Public Service provides powerful insights into the regulatory context
of Australian public sector collective bargaining. The Fair Work Act marked a
decisive break with the neoliberalism of the Howard era which had ‘prioritized
managerial unilateralism, individualism and union exclusion in employment relations’.67 Roles and O’Donnell conclude that this shift in ideological and regulatory
context led to strongly mobilised trade union voice in public sector collective
bargaining in the 2011–12 bargaining round, contributing to bargaining outcomes
that maintained real wages and resisted the erosion of other terms and conditions
of employment. While Australian political discourse has not been untouched by
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the rhetoric of austerity and the imperatives of budgetary restraint (particularly in
the States of Queensland and New South Wales), Roles and O’Donnell’s analysis
present a cautiously optimistic prospectus for public sector trade unionism. Three
features of their analysis are particularly worthy of note.
First, their analysis reinforces the importance of considering the bargaining activities
of social actors in their total regulatory context. Specifically, public sector bargaining
by employers in the Australian Public Service is guided by the principles set out
in the Australian Public Service Bargaining Framework (‘APSBF’),68 and in many
ways the APSBF adopts a more promotional tone towards trade unions than the
formal legal requirements in the Fair Work Act, which seem more closely aligned
with a ‘liberal neutrality’ ideology. This supports the approach of those who reject a
‘legal positivistic’ methodology focused narrowly on the State’s regulatory activity as
implemented through formal statutory laws.69 Secondly, they identify ways in which
creative strategies for generating industrial pressure can emerge out of statutory rules
designed to regulate and restrict industrial action. Thus, management in some public
sector organisations put ‘early offer’ agreements to the workforce for a direct vote as
a bargaining tactic, given that a majority of employees voting in favour would validate
such a collective agreement under the statutory framework. Roles and O’Donnell
demonstrate how unions used this opportunity to successfully mobilise employees to
vote ‘no’, which then served to fortify the unions’ bargaining positions. In a similar
vein, strike ballots were also used successfully by unions to mobilise social pressure on
employers. These findings echo earlier research on the use of mandatory strike ballots
by unions in the UK to strengthen their negotiating position.70 It also underscores
the unpredictability of regulatory consequences in this area of the law, especially
where regulatory design might reflect trite assumptions about driving wedges between
the ‘moderate’ voices of individual employees and the ‘immoderate’ voice of the trade
union through ‘democratic’ ballot procedures. Finally, the principles in APSBF reflect
the dominance of a ‘third way’ competitiveness ideology in requiring salary increases
to be matched by productivity improvements, and subject to an annualised wage
increase ceiling of 3 per cent. While the Australian public sector unions managed
to circumvent this restriction through smart bargaining in the 2011–12 round, the
UK experience suggests that the ideological membrane between competitiveness
and deregulation is somewhat thin and highly porous. Australian unions need to be
vigilant to this kind of ideological slippage and elision, the consequences of which
can be quite stark for public sector collective bargaining.
Viewed in comparative perspective, Roles and O’Donnell’s paper suggests that
there is no evidence of an Australian alignment with the Anglo-American pattern of
events in public sector collective bargaining. In fact, the dynamics of events differ in
important ways in the US and the UK.
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In the US, the ‘war’ is being conducted at the state level led by the election of conservative Republican governors in states as diverse as Indiana, Missouri and Wisconsin.71
Public sector employees are not covered by the federal labour relations statute,
the National Labor Relations Act.72 Instead, public sector collective bargaining is
regulated at state level with legal frameworks ranging from supportive through to
prohibitive. As Freeman and Han’s account demonstrates, the retrenchment of state
regulation has sometimes involved the revocation of executive orders permitting
public sector collective bargaining, as in Indiana.73 It has sometimes involved the
legislative dismantling of laws supporting collective bargaining and the substitution of a more restrictive legal regime, as in Wisconsin.74 This regulatory context in
the US, and especially its federal dimension, means that the optimistic prospectus
offered by Roles and O’Donnell on the Australian trajectory may not shed much
light on the American prospectus. Specifically, state level public sector employees in
the US are not covered by the general statutory framework specifying a legal duty to
bargain in good faith,75 whereas in Australia the Fair Work Act framework governs
the relations of both private and federal public sector employees.76 This general
statutory coverage provides an important legal bulwark against rapid shifts in the
governance of Australian public sector employment, whereas the political revocation
of executive orders in some US states such as Indiana has demonstrated such instruments to be a precarious foundation for worker voice.77
In the UK the problems have been somewhat different. The Coalition government
has presided over a radical shift in public policy regarding trade unions and collective
bargaining, from neutrality to thinly disguised hostility. In the public sector, the victimisation of trade union representatives has been a growing problem, and this has
been coupled with the recent issuing of executive guidance to reduce trade union
time off and facilities time in the public sector.78 Compulsory collective bargaining
over superannuation terms in civil service employment has been unilaterally removed
71
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by legislative enactment, such that the Civil Service Compensation Scheme (once a
monument to collective bargaining) emerges as highly ineffectual.79 In the National
Health Service, legislative reform enables the contracting out of healthcare provision,
with the subsequent likelihood of a reduction in collective bargaining units and
industrial muscle.80 In the UK context, the general statutory law on freedom of association rights applies fully to public sector employees,81 but those protections have
been interpreted so restrictively by the courts that the protection offered is rather
scant.82 This leaves public sector voice highly sensitive to ideological shifts in the
political complexion of the government: there is a form of statutory entrenchment of
freedom of association rights, but what is entrenched is so vapid that it is ineffective
as a brake on radical swings towards a highly deregulatory agenda.83 Thus, Roles and
O’Donnell’s optimistic prospectus for Australia holds as little relevance for UK as
for US public sector labour relations, at least at the current time.

V W orker V oice

and the

D iscourse

of

‘C onstitutionalisation ’

Lambropoulos and Wynn invoke the discourse of constitutionalisation as an opening
salvo in their paper. Of course, constitutionalisation is a most slippery concept. As
Harry Arthurs has observed, it is a form of discourse that encompasses ‘multiple
models’ not all of which may be compatible with each other.84 Yet its analytic
value is that it directs attention to the ways in which worker voice is nested within
a broader set of political and constitutional structures. Worker voice is a facet of
political governance. It reminds us that labour law is just one domain within which
legal norms and structures might realise (or impede) democratisation through worker
voice. Other domains such as public law and constitutional law should also be
brought more fully into view. In our view, this vital analytic dimension is touched
upon by the papers in this symposium in three important ways.
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First, ‘constitutionalisation’ might imply the entrenchment of a cluster of labour
rights.85 Entrenchment might occur in a strong form through a written constitution, or it might involve weaker entrenchment through a set of statutory rights. The
papers demonstrate how necessary it is to engage in a careful assessment of the
virtues and vices of entrenchment. On the one hand, entrenchment might lead to a
kind of ‘ossification’ of the kind lamented by Cynthia Estlund in the US context,
where structural and institutional barriers in the structures of democratic governance
impede necessary political change.86 A number of the papers highlight this risk
with the rising significance of statutory labour standards in the Australian system.87
On the other hand, Walker and Tipples’ analysis of the Hobbit dispute draws attention
to the ways in which some degree of ossification can be very valuable in impeding
rapid legislative changes precipitated by powerful global corporations seeking
favourable regulatory concessions in exchange for economic investment. The basis
of public sector labour relations in discretionary executive instruments also points
to the virtue of ossification. Ministerial orders and codes of practice can disappear
quietly. Legislative repeal is a public legislative act that must be conducted in the
public forum. This also intensifies the scrutiny of the integrity of the democratic
process, the ways in which it is blocked to workers’ voices (whether through trade
unions or otherwise) and the ways in which it is open to the voice(s) of capital.
Secondly, the structure and function of collective bargaining is a matter of vital
significance. Australasian labour law has been constructed around a model of decentralised enterprise-based bargaining, rather than European-style sectoral collective
bargaining. This has enormous political ramifications. Keith Ewing has drawn
attention to a most important distinction between ‘representative’ and ‘regulatory’
modes of collective bargaining.88 The Anglo-American and, we venture to suggest,
the Australasian model, envisage collective bargaining as a private market activity
conducted by trade unions on a decentralised basis as agents of a circumscribed
bargaining unit. This is coupled with a consent-based model of representational
legitimacy, either through a pluralistic system of members-only agency bargaining
or through majoritarian procedures. By contrast, the ‘regulatory’ mode conceives of
collective bargaining as a public regulatory activity conducted either on a sectoral
or a national level. It is therefore a form of public governance, more akin to legislating than bargaining.89 This is aligned with a more organic view of trade unions,
with trade unions enjoying their own prerogatives as institutions with their own
inherent legitimacy.90 In this respect, trade unions acquire their own standing in the
constitutional order quite apart from any authorising act of consent by workers. This
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has obvious implications for the extent to which wider democratic processes are
permeable to workers’ interests articulated through trade unions.
A process of coerced decentralisation of collective bargaining is now under way in
Europe, especially in countries such as Greece that have sought bailout packages
administered by the troika of the International Monetary Fund, the European
Central Bank and the European Commission.91 Decentralisation is viewed by
critics as a technique of disempowerment of labour’s collective voice. European
observers will watch the Australian and New Zealand experience anxiously to
determine whether this correlation of decentralisation and disempowerment is a
necessity or a contingent fact.
Finally, it is vital to assess the potential for constitutionalised human rights norms
to infuse processes of voice in order to enhance the ‘capabilities’ of workers to
exercise real democratic influence over their working lives. In this respect, Reilly’s
exploration of the limitations of voice in ameliorating patterns of gender inequality
in New Zealand universities is salutary.92 Despite the provision of voice through
participatory workplace mechanisms, subtle and invidious cultural and social
constraints can silence voice through fear or distort voice through false consciousness. Moreover, we should also be wary of assuming that women’s interests are
unitary. Women’s experiences and interests are rich, diverse and varied, and we
should expect voice to reflect that variety.93 The ‘reflexive law’ paradigm creates
procedural spaces, within which those voices can be heard. On this reflexive
approach, communicative spaces are structured by human rights norms that
augment what Deakin and Koukiadaki have termed ‘capability for voice’.94 Reilly’s
paper points to areas for further investigation. Specifically, it raises difficult issues
of regulatory theory to ascertain why legal gender equality norms are failing to
enable the voice capabilities of women workers. Given the conclusions of Deakin
and Koukiadaki that trade unions significantly enhance voice capability within the
context of consultation over corporate restructuring,95 we think that this raises
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interesting lines of enquiry in the sphere of gender equality too. Reilly suggests
that channelling voice through trade unions might ameliorate some of the difficulties she identifies, but as trade union representation is already an established part
of the infrastructure of New Zealand universities, she recognises that something
more than this may be necessary.96 There is a reminder here that the State cannot
necessarily, by offering opportunities for trade union representation, ensure access
to voice. Capabilities are likely to be internally as well as externally constructed,
posing the question as how trade unions (as workers’ collectivities) can themselves
reflect upon and reformulate what they offer around voice(s).
One particular fertile channel of constitutionalisation in the UK and Canada has been
the utilisation of constitutional litigation to develop fundamental labour rights such as
the right to collective bargaining. In Canada this has culminated in the recent Supreme
Court of Canada decision in Fraser v Ontario.97 In the UK, constitutional litigation
strategies have been focused upon art 11’s protection of freedom of association in the
ECHR,98 with a spate of recent case law recognising fundamental rights to collective
bargaining and strike as inherent in the general protection of the right to form and
join trade unions ‘for the protection of his interests’.99 The potentials and pitfalls of
constitutional litigation in this sphere has been fiercely contested, though we agree
that ‘as conventional voluntary and political modes of action have been battered
by a sustained neoliberal assault on workers’ interests, constitutional litigation has
emerged as another possible strategy for the vindication of workers’ fundamental
labour rights’.100 The distinctive constitutional arrangements in Australia and New
Zealand would seem to preclude this as a viable legal strategy at the present time.
This may prove to be a rather acute factor for workers in the Antipodes, especially in
the New Zealand context. As Walker and Tipples’ paper demonstrates, fundamental
ILO norms were simply disregarded in the Hobbit dispute. Scholars such as Tucker
have rightly drawn attention to the ways in which labour’s international constitution
in the ILO setting is ‘soft’ when measured against the metric of enforceability.101
The constitutional litigation in Fraser and Demir and Baykara provides a potentially
powerful technique for ‘hardening’ ILO norms in national settings.102
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VI C onclusion
In the introduction to this symposium on Australasian ‘Voice at Work’, we have
sought to explain the origins of our project and how the papers offered here provide
a valuable resource for scholars and practitioners assessing the trajectory of worker
voice in Australia and New Zealand. While we cannot do full justice to the nuance and
richness of the collection, we suggest a deeper theme that recurs across the contributions, namely the role of the State in steering mechanisms for worker voice and the
ways in which that role is currently being reconfigured.
We note that an egalitarian tradition played a profound role in the origins of Australian
and New Zealand industrial relations law, but is (as is the case elsewhere) being
challenged by the neoliberal discourse of choice and economic efficiency. In terms
of institutions, we observe the shift from a central role for the State in conciliation and arbitration of awards in which unions were given a privileged position to
other institutional forms which contemplate non-union actors and indeed greater
individualisation of negotiation over terms and conditions. This is a shift perhaps
more stark in New Zealand than in Australia, but one which all our contributors
highlight as a potential concern. Notably, in neither country have the statutory good
faith bargaining requirements reaped the benefits apparently intended.
The apparent weakness of trade unions as political actors may have the potential to
be remedied by a strongly mobilised union voice in the public sector (and Australia
offers a powerful example of what can be achieved), but in the US and the UK we
have been made painfully aware of the fragility of such entitlements. In this sense,
the comparative exercise can only be taken so far.
The inverse is also true, namely that Australia and New Zealand lack the scope for
constitutional litigation which could reinforce and prioritise the status of labour
rights as fundamental human rights, which we have observed in other jurisdictions.
There remains, therefore, the potential peril that workers’ freedom of association
(and the freedom of speech that they thereby achieve) remains subject to political
repeal and strategies of legislative restriction. The silencing of worker voice is an
action unlikely to be taken by any State in totality, but remains a matter of degree as
opposed to an absolute.
The Australasian message on voice is therefore mixed and complex. While not only
the State has a part to play here, we can identify the myriad ways in which the State’s
role remains significant. This much we can detect from the effects of its manifest
configurations and reconfigurations in an Australian and New Zealand setting. In
different ways, the papers also reveal the vital respect in which deeply embedded
public political philosophies are often the ‘silent prologue’ to legal norms, institutions and structures.103
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